AP World History
Period 3 Tang and Song Stimulus Questions
Stimulus Questions
Tang:

1) What did women do for the community?
a) farming
b) military
c) education
d) produce clothing
2) What was clothing made of in the Tang Dynasty?
a) denim
b) silk
c) polyester
d) wool
3) What was the cultural style of clothing in the Tang Dynasty?
a) casual
b) cheongsam
c) black tie
d) conservative

4) What was an imported luxury good?
a) silk
b) animals
c) nuts
d) children

Tang:

1) What kind of art representation is this?
a) mosaic
b) ceramic
c) poetry
d) weaving
2) How did art impact Chinese culture?
a) it was entertaining
b) allowed personal expression
c) preserve history
d) opened new opportunities for people
3) Who were represented in Chinese forms of art?
a) warriors
b) animals
c) emperors
d) all of the above
4) What social class created different forms of art?
a) scholars
b) slaves
c) warriors
d) common people

Song:

1.) What civilization was to the west of the Song Dynasty?
a.) Western Xia
b.) Dali
c.) Tibetans
d.) Dal Viet
2.) What was the major city in the Song Dynasty?
a.) Hangzhou
b.) Baghdad
c.) Tenochtitlan
d.) Taizong
3.) What was the population of the Song Dynasty?
a.) more than 3 million
b.) less than 700,000
c.) more than 1.5 million
d.) 6 million
4.) How did the Song Dynasty come to rule?
a.) after Tang decline, Song rose to power
b.) Tang turned into Song, same rulers
c.) invaded land, then took over
d.) signed a treaty

Song:

1.) What type of writing did the Song Dynasty use?
a.) symbols
b.) calligraphy
c.) print
d.) they haven’t developed a type of writing yet
2.) What was the writing of the Song Dynasty called?
a.) Quipu
b.) Kanji
c.) braille
d.) cursive
3.) What social classes knew how to write?
a.) scholars
b.) slaves
c.) emperors
d.) samurai
4.) How did writing and literature impact the lives of the people during this time?
a.) it helped with education
b.) it taught moral lessons
c.) it changed nothing
d.) it only impacted the higher class

